
DEMAND
DIRECT LICENSING
Administrative simplification program for direct licensing

NAME OF APPLICANT : ______________________________________________________________________________________      

I the undersigned, duly authorized to represent the following publishing company : __________________________________________________________, 
and doing business under the name of : _____________________________________________________________, 
hereby guarantee and declare as follows:

1. I am the majority owner of the abovementioned company, which operates as a        subsidiary or as an        affiliate, and I possess the full 
ownership of the sound recordings of the musical works it publishes;

2. I am a PUBLISHER MEMBER of SODRAC 2003 Inc. and I utilize the works in my repertoire as a subsidiary or as an affiliate; 
3. I acknowledge that the simplified administrative program concerns the marketing of sound recordings released after January 1, 2009 and 

that my company exercises full control over the marketing process, exclusively for the following product formats: CDs, predominantly 
music-based DVDs and video clips (the “Specified Products”).  

Please select one of the following options (check the appropriate box):

        Option A : As regards the Specified Products, I release SODRAC from collecting from my company the royalties payable for exercising 
the reproduction rights exclusively for my publishing share of the musical works included on the sound recordings used by my company and 
consequently I will not pay any commissions or applicable taxes to SODRAC. 

 I acknowledge that, under Option A, no year-end tax slips (T5/Relevé 3) will be issued to me for the Specified Products and I 
understand that the commission rate currently applicable to the royalties collected for use of my works in all product categories will be 
increased by five (5) percentage points. SODRAC’s Board of Directors reserves the right to modify the conditions governing the simplified 
administrative program for direct licensing at its discretion and without prior notice.

        Option B : As regards the Specified Products, I release SODRAC from collecting from my company the royalties payable for exercising the 
reproduction rights exclusively for my publishing share of the musical works included on the sound recordings used by my company, but I 
agree to pay the commissions and the applicable taxes thereon to SODRAC. 

 I acknowledge that, under Option B, no year-end tax slips (T5/Relevé 3) will be issued to me for the Specified Products. However, there 
will be no increase in the commission rate currently in effect for the royalties collected by SODRAC for use of my works in any other product 
categories. 

        Option C : As regards the Specified Products, I release SODRAC from collecting from my company the royalties payable for exercising the 
reproduction rights exclusively for my publishing share of the musical works included on the sound recordings utilized by my company, but 
I agree that my subsidiary or affiliate will pay the commissions and applicable taxes thereon to SODRAC based on the total royalties (before 
commission) that would have been payable in the absence of this release. 

 I acknowledge that, under Option C, year-end tax slips (T5/Relevé 3) will be issued to me and that there will be no increase in the 
commission rate currently in effect for the royalties collected by SODRAC for use of my works in any other product categories.

The option selected shall be applicable until December 31 of the current year, with automatic renewals for successive periods of one (1) year, 
unless one party gives written notice of non-renewal to the other party within thirty (30) days of the current period-end. In any event, in order 
to benefit from SODRAC simplified administrative program for direct licensing, I undertake on behalf of my subsidiary or affiliate to :

1. Request SODRAC to issue reproduction licenses for all musical works appearing on the sound recording, including the works in my own 
repertoire, within ten (10) days of receipt of the order to manufacture, but in any event prior to the release date of the product format; 

2. Pay the royalties applicable to the musical works or portions thereof of which I am not the copyright holder; and
3. Declare the quantities of all pressings and the sales of all product formats during the product’s life span.

I acknowledge that any other SODRAC agreement or document concerning myself and not modified hereby shall remain in effect. I also agree 
that if I fail to comply with any of the conditions set out in the simplified administrative program for direct licensing, SODRAC reserves the 
right to cancel the application of the program and/or to discontinue paying the royalties it collects for any or all of the products on which my 
works are used until such time as the non-compliance is resolved and, as applicable, in accordance with the conditions that SODRAC deems 
necessary.

SIGNED IN: __________________________________________  

DATE : ______________________________________________________ SIGNATURE: __________________________________________

Please return this completed form by fax : 514 845-3401
    by email : members@sodrac.ca
    by mail : Tower B, Suite 1010, 1470 Peel street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3A 1T1
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